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DIRECTOR
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REF A. MEXICO CITY 1208 (24-773)
B. MEXICO CITY 1159 (21-306)
C. HMMN-37674 - 11 Aug 69 - 50-6-74/5
D. HMMN-37684

1. REQUEST FOLLOWING INFO BE PASSED WH/RMU.

2. FOLLOWING KEYED TO ITEMS FWD VIA 26 AUGUST JURADIAL PER REFS.

A. PKGS 1-1 & 2-1 CONTAIN 201-96414 ON MARIA ELENA (GOMEZ)

B. PKGS 3-1 & 4-1 CONTAIN 201-291531 ON TERESA PROENZA.

C. PKGS 5-1 THROUGH 9-1 CONTAIN 50-6-25 (PROJECT LIPSTICK).

D. PKGS 10-1 THROUGH 14-1 CONTAIN 50-6-122 (PROJECT LIWIION).

E. PKG 15-1 CONTAINS TYPEWRITER USED IN STATION JMROD OPS.

3. PLANNING NEXT SHIPMENT OF FILES VIA SEPT FLIGHT.

4. FILE DEFER.

SECRET
REQUEST FOR DISSEMINATION CHANGE OR CABLE REFERENCE SERVICE

TO: CABLE SECRATARIAT BRANCH, OC
CABLE REFERENCE SECTION
IA-53 HQS. EXT. 6159, TUBE BS-6

FROM: Chris Hopkins TUBE BU-4
DIVISION/BRANCH: LAD
EXTENSION: 1546

DATE: 23 Mar 77

☐ It is requested that the dissemination of ____________

__________ IN/DIR NUMBER

be changed as indicated.

☐ ADD: ____________

☐ Recall copies from: ____________

☐ Change action from: ____________ To: ____________

Authorized by: ____________ NAME (type or print)

In coordination with: ____________ NAME (type or print)

☐ Please furnish one copy of the cable described. I have ☐ have not ☐

made inquiry of the CS Records control system.

IN/DIR NUMBER

IN 26831

STATION NUMBER

MEXICO CITY 1218

DATE

19 Aug 69

SUBJECT

LI EMPTY

SIGNED

Chris Hopkins